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President’s Message
This new year’s resolution is inspired by the absence of the people we
usually count on, that is family, aka the people we cannot choose but we
are bestowed upon.
It comes from beautiful young minds I deem myself privileged to have
encountered - when I asked them what is their advice to my younger
kids, who still have to find their way through the jungle that is called
school, they said “follow your passions”!
How powerful is that and how inspiring!
Can you remember any achievement of yours where passion has not
been fueling it?
Last year I advised going about life creatively. Many of you have followed suit by finding novel ways to serve our beautiful comunity. Your
support in all our undertakings and your generosity in sharing this spirit is powering our determination to better navigate the Club through
these unruly waters.
When in doubt ask Aristotle! He reminded me that the whole is greater than its parts.
For all the obvious reasons, the Board has decided not to have January Main Coffee, but we are all working to provide many other occasions
to look forward to this month.
There is one more thing you can easily do from the comfort of your
home: support our charities Le Vele and Portofranco by donating to
our Stronger Together II campaign, that replaces the Christmas Bazaar
fundraiser. Let’s help making this new year better for others and ourselves.
With love and gratitude,
Sule

a story...
Jacopo is an organizer like his grandmother
(Maria Tieghi)
Elisabeth is our 40 year old Peruvian maid for more
than 15 years. She is a nice, kind woman and my grandchild loves her very much. Elizabeth comes to my home
once a week and I always offer her something such as a
fruit juice, tea or coffee. Sometimes we have a decaffeinated coffee and biscuits together with my grandchild Jacopo, who is less than 3 years old. Last time
I served her an orange juice and I had no intention to
have a coffee. After a while Jacopo asked “Grandma,
would you like to make a coffee for Elisabeth?” It was
very strange because Elisabeth never asked me for anything. I asked her had she asked Jacopo to tell me to
make a coffee? She hadn’t, but Jacopo had asked her if
she would like a coffee, and then asked me to make it
and said “We’ll have a coffee and you can give me a biscuit with a drop of coffee on it and Elizabeth can give
me another one.”

The law firm de’ Sanna Pirovano “dsp” has chosen Benvenuto Club of Milan as their social responsibility project for the year 2021, providing pro bono assistance in the delicate process
of compliance to the General Data Protection
Regulation (EU) 2016/679. For more information please consult www.desannapirovano.com
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Editor’s Message
Happy new year lovely ladies!
New year, new beginnings or just another month on the calendar - whichever way you look at it just remember to enjoy life... Have a happy healthy
year ahead.
On behalf of the magazine team, I would like to thank all of you for supporting the magazine and the club. Special thanks to our writers for sending articles for the magazine. Dear readers please go through the articles
and write to me what you think, send me your suggestions and ideas. In
fact you are most welcome to send your own stories.
Although there is no Main Coffee this month, a variety of activities, outings and events are taking place. Join the events and tell me how you enjoyed them, send your letter to the club.
See you all soon, happiness your way
Anvita

letters to the club

W

e had an interesting
walking tour in Isola,
organized by Camille
Mason, with an unusual Christmas tree made of wooden sleds
in Piazza Gae Aulenti. We visited
various artisan shops: a carpenter, a candle-maker, a place that
makes graphic design fabric bags,
etc. It would be nice to have a regular walking tour around the various neighborhoods of the city,
led by members who live there
and could introduce them to us...
Marian Farago

Benvenuto Magazine is
published 10 times per year.
To advertise, contact the editor:
benvenutoeditor@hotmail.com
Monthly rates for ads:
1 page € 180
1/2 page € 100
1/4 page € 50
classifieds € 20
Discounts available for
consecutive issues

M

y first afternoon playing
Mahjong was in a sunny day and I wasn’t very
pleased to enter at Passerini, far
from the sun bathed street. My attention was soon caught by the ladies I met. First floor, a cosy place.
They were very kind! I had never played Mahjong and I was very
interested in this new game. I was
amazed and puzzled by the various symbols on the the white tiny
pieces. My new friends showed
much patience in explaining the
details of the game. There is a lot

to learn when you start to play
this ancient Chinese game.
I soon received the pages explaining all the various kinds of
combination that you may form in
order to win.
The ladies invited me to try to
play myself (with their advice),so, from the beginning, I played
and didn’t only watch their game.
I thought it was so funny that the
players have to say “I am fishing!”
when they have almost completed
a winning combination!
Fiorella Pasini

This magazine is printed by:

centro stampa

Buste e carte intestate • biglietti visita • depliants
volantini • adesivi • opuscoli • partecipazioni di nozze

Via De Amicis, 45 • 20123 Milano
Tel. 02.89404827 • Fax 02.89407943
centro.stampa@hotmail.it
www.centrostampadeamicis.it
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SPECIAL
OFFER
Special Offer for
Benvenuto members
from the printer
of our magazine,
Centro Stampa:
100 business cards
for €30

Regular Meetings
FEBRUARY MAIN COFFEE CANCELLED
The sudden rise of positive tests and
the recommendations of scientists
suggest to avoid gatherings of large
numbers of people. We regret to take
such a decision, but our aim is to
protect our most fragile friends and
help to hold back the contagion.
Moreover, the new measures effective January 10th impose the “green pass rinforzato” proving complete
vaccination or recovery (no pcr tests accepted) also to cultural and recreative clubs; which means an additional obstacle to overcome, starting
right from the date of our MC.
Let’s hope that the positive results of these measures will give us the possibility to have safe future meetings.
Let’s go towards the new year by thinking positive!
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Come and enjoy a cup of coffee or
tea with Estefania, Maria Virginia
and Benvenuto ladies! We meet
every Wednesday at 10:30. Our
venue for January is Galleria
Meravigli, via Meravigli 3. For
more info contact Newcomers
Director Estefania Salado:
newcomersbenvenuto@gmail.com

NEWCOMERS APERITIVO
A fresh start of the new season!! All
members welcome, including partners.
date: Thursday, January 27
time: 7.30pm
venue: Angolo di Brera, via Tivoli 3
cost: to be announced
sign-ups: Estefania Salado,
Newcomers director:
newcomersbenvenuto@gmail.com

ORIENTALS ABROAD MONTHLY MEETING
date: Thursday, January 20
time: 10-12.30pm
venue: via del Carmine 8
sign-ups: maria.tieghi@gmail.
com or nawal_felippone@hotmail.
com
cost: €5 for croissant and coffee/
tea
topic: Psychotherapy, Definition;
When and Why it is Wise to Start
For full information, see OA News,
page 10.

NEIGHBOR to NEIGHBOR

Once-a-month informal meetings
of Benvenuto members living
within the same neighborhood
zone. Sometimes these personally
hosted gatherings are held in
someone’s home, sometimes they
are hosted at a neighborhood
eatery. More info on page 8.

ALL-SORTS

Various groups meet for shared
hobbies and interests. There is
something for everyone! See
the list of groups and specific
information on page 9.
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New Activities for January

17

				
mondAY

18

Hike from Cernobbio to Laglio:
Sentee di Sort and Via Verde
Panoramic and sunny hike along the western coast of
Como lake, from Cernobbio to Laglio. Sentee di Sort is
an ancient path between Rovenna and Moltrasio, that
was used by cavers to go to work in the stone quarries:
we will pass along those marvelous carved stone walls,
stone stairs and dried stone walls. From Moltrasio
to Laglio we will take the centuries-old Via Regina,
an important communication route since the Roman
era, now passing through beautiful little hamlets, and
renamed Via Verde (green way)
Important note: some few meters stretches of Sentee
di Sort will not be comfortable if you suffer from
dizziness: not dangerous or technically difficult, just
a bit exposed on the lake side. The second part of the
hike is very easy and runs mostly through villages.

				
tuesdAY

Mudec – Guided tour of Museo delle Culture’s
permanent collection
The Museum of Cultures was born in 1990 when the
Municipality of Milan bought the former Ansaldo
industrial area to use it for cultural activities. The disused
factories, veritable monuments of industrial archeology,
have been transformed
into laboratories, studios,
creative spaces and a
museum dedicated to
the various testimonies
and cultures of the
world, featuring a large
international exhibition
composed of over 7000 works of art, objects of use,
fabrics and musical instruments from all continents…
come and discover it!
time: 11.15am
meeting point: museum’s entrance in via Tortona 56
cost: €20
sign-ups: Rachele Rutili specialactivitiesbv@gmail.com

25

				
tuesdAY

Visit to the Memorial of Shoah
The area where the Milan Shoah Memorial stands today
was originally used for the movement of postal wagons,
but between 1943 and 1945 it was the place where
thousands of Jews and political opponents were loaded
onto freight wagons and transported to AuschwitzBirkenau, Mauthausen and other extermination and
concentration camps. Of all the places in Europe that have
been the scene of deportations, the Memorial is the only
one to have remained intact. It pays homage to the victims
of extermination and represents a living and dialectical
context in which to actively rework the tragedy of the
Shoah; a place of commemoration, therefore, but also a
space to built the future and promote civil coexistence.
time: 11am
meeting point:
piazza Edmondo
J. Safra 1 (Central
Train Station)
cost: €14
sign-ups:
Rachele Rutili
specialactivitiesbv@
gmail.com

meeting time and place: 8.30 at Milano Central
Railway Station, at the front of the platform of
Regional train 25510 (headed to Locarno). At 8.43
train to Como San Giovanni arriving at 9.23. At 10.04
bus to Cernobbio arriving at 10.14.
hike: Cernobbio, Rovenna, Moltrasio, Carate-Urio,
Laglio. Picnic lunch.
to come back: at 16.36 bus from Laglio to Como San
Giovanni arriving at 16.59. At 17.36 train to Milano
Centrale arriving at 18.17.
difficulty: easy/medium. ascent: 500 m, descent: 500
m. walking time (excluding stops): 4 hours, 10 km
equipment: daily backpack, trekking boots and socks
or good running shoes, trekking poles (if you use
them), comfortable clothes with warm layers, rain
jacket, 1-liter bottle of water (canteen), packed lunch,
identity card, FFP2 mask, alcohol-based hand sanitizer
cost: €20 (includes insurance, does not include train
and bus tickets). Ticket costs: train Milano/Como €4,80
x 2. Bus Como-Cernobbio €1,70. Bus Laglio-Como €2,30
guide: Elena Cortellessa - 339 3509742 - ormaineve@
gmail.com
sign-ups: Fiona Betournay at fbetournay@yahoo.co.uk
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New Activities for January/February

3

february
thursday

astrology by Anvita

Mumac – Museum of coffee machines
A collection of hundreds of espresso machines divided
by era! With red, sinuous, original shapes, Mumac
welcomes the visitor in a multisensory space with
multiples souls dedicated to the culture of coffee. The
historic headquarter of Gruppo Cimbali, where once
there was a warehouse, has been converted into the
most important museum of coffee machines in the
world, thanks also to an architectural work of rare
elegance and modernity. Enjoy the welcome coffee and
the visit!
time: 10.30am
meeting point: via P. Neruda 2, Binasco
cost: €16 (includes welcome coffee and guided tour in
English)
sign-ups: Rachele Rutili specialactivitiesbv@gmail.com

Capricorn

woman
december 22-january 20
Ruling planet: Saturn
Symbol: The Goat
Lucky color: Indigo
Lucky stone: Black Onyx
Compatible signs: Cancer, Pisces, Taurus,
Virgo
Key features: Ambitious, realistic,
disciplined

what’s on in Milan
hidden images
A painting exhibition of Marco Abrate featuring
works in which the distinctive element of the street
artist’s work - the wall - remains, embellished and
refined, layering various elements: plaster, cement,
paints, acrylics, paper or moss, enhanced by classic-looking frames. HUB/ART Gallery, Via Passo
Pordoi 7/3. Until January 10th. Booking mandatory: hello@hub-art.org
hub-art.org/hidden-images-marco-abrate

Capricorn women are legendary earth
signs among all zodiac signs who possess
a mature and disciplined approach to life.
If you see a lady who is analytical and
philosophical at the same time, she has to
be a Capricorn. Capricorn women are the
ultimate combination of practicality and
strength. Responsible, self-controlled and
determined are some of the characteristics
of a Capricorn lady. She has a fantastic
ability to accomplish any task with hard
work and a steady attitude. She is loyal,
helpful and a sincere friend.A Capricorn
woman is an emotionally steady and eventempered woman.

Disney. The Art of Telling
Timeless Stories

An exhibition that illustrates the creative process
behind the Disney stories that enchant the public.
At Mudec, via Tortona 56 www.mudec.it/eng/
disney-the-art-of-telling-timeless-stories/
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Neighbor to Neighbor (NtN)
co-ordinatorS

where

CENTER
Zone 1

Marilyn Tambling
Marti Biles

to be decided

LORETO
Zones 2/3

Nawal Felippone
Ernesta De Laurentis

Café Corsia del Giardino
via Manzoni 16

PORTA ROMANA/
SAN DONATO Zones 4/5

Maria Tieghi
Laura Cafagna

Feltrinelli cafe, viale Sabotino 28, Friday, Jan. 14
corner via Crema
10.30am

WASHINGTON/FRUA/
NAVIGLI Zone 6

Marianne Schuck
Marilena Ciolina

to be decided

BUONARROTI/SAN SIRO
Zone 7

Alessandra Felicetta

Red bistrot, piazza Tre Torre
joint meeting with zone 8/9

Thursday, Jan. 13
10.30am

FIERA/SEMPIONE
Zones 8/9

Françoise Bertolini
Decaillet

Red bistrot, piazza Tre Torre
joint meeting with zone 7

Thursday, Jan. 13
10.30am

MILANO DUE

Bruna Laviani
Svetlana Pikuz Pavlov

to be decided

Tuesday, Jan. 25
10.30am

SAN FELICE

Fiona Betournay
Anne Marie Ellis

Home of Anne Marie

Friday, Jan. 21
10.30am

neighborhood

Are you afraid
to buy antiques?

when

Wednesday, Jan. 19
3.30-5.00pm

er.) Antiques are only innate objects, yet can fascinate and command respect. Paintings for example,
tell us about the life styles and fashion of past decades whilst the objects themselves can stir our curiosity. They have been around for a few hundred
years, where have they been exactly and who were
the owners?
So you are afraid to buy – perhaps because it is a lot
of money you are going to spend and who can give us
the guarantee that it is not a fake? This largely depends
on your own judgement and the faith you have in the
person who is selling the object. We all take pride in
our homes – we have spent a lot of time getting them
just right. Would this particular object fit in? Personal tastes change as we grow older. The things that appealed to us in our twenties and thirties do not have
the same appeal in our forties and fifties (apart from
music – we all still love the Beatles).
Antiques can be bought as a form of investment (a
lot safer these days than playing the Stock Market)
Should you one day wish to resell your object, money
is never lost in this transaction. Objects of antiquity
are often small so can easily be moved around from
room to room. Therefore the next time you hesitate,
think for a moment and then take the plunge. After
all you can’t wallpaper your rooms with Euros or sit on
gold bars!!!!

Elisabeth Thora Heir

L

et’s face it – can you remember the time you went to
visit an Antiques fair or visit an antique shop and
whilst walking around felt rather intimidated or
slightly awed by the myriad of beautiful things on display. Perhaps you could have been bold enough to ask
the price but then on hearing it, couldn’t refrain from
saying “it’s so expensive!” Diamonds are not cheap
(but we all know they are our best friends!) and so how
can the price of antiques be justified?
What value can we put on the painting of the Mona
Lisa? It’s quite small and apart from the eyes, not really exciting. Yet Leonardo da Vinci painted it a long
time ago and now it takes pride of place in the Louvre,
In fact if you go to Paris with the intention of visiting
the Louvre to see it, you have to queue before 8 a.m.
to get in, then queue to buy your ticket (if you haven’t
previously done so) then gallop up the stairs, elbowing your way past the other tourists to eventually find
yourself in a very big room with this little painting on
the wall in front of you.
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder they say ( in
other words every baby is beautiful to its own moth8

All Sorts Groups
All current special interest groups featured below are free of membership fees and therefore are called
all sorts groups:
Bridge group

PARLIAMO ITALIANO - ITALIAN CONVERSATION

Calling all bridge players! If you love bridge it would be
wonderful if we could organize an afternoon bridge club
on Monday, Tuesday or Friday afternoon, in a café next
to piazza Duomo. If interested, please get in touch!
Contact: Cinzia Giordanelli, 3277815439

If you don’t have many opportunities to speak Italian,
if you understand it well but don’t feel confident in
your pronunciation, if you want to improve your
vocabulary or simply would like to have a chat in a
casual and a friendly welcoming environment... come
& join us in conversazioni in italiano! From beginners
to mother tongue Italians, all are welcome! No worries,
no pressure... just chat :) This month we’ll meet on
Thursday, January 13 and Monday, January 31 at
10.30am at L’Arabesque, largo Augusto 10.
Contact: Lussi Callieri, lucianacallieri@gmail.com

Burraco - Italian Card game
Players meet every Wednesday
from 3-6pm at Passerini
Pasticceria, on the corner of
Via Spadari and Via Cantù.
Contact: Maria Rosaria
Barbera, mrbnba@alice.it

Language Exchange

We meet every Friday morning on Zoom to practice
mindfulness meditation. Beginner and experienced
meditators are welcome. If you are interested, we
invite you to join us, not to learn and think about it
but, to experience it.
Contact: Sule Bolgi, sbolgi@yahoo.com or Laurence
Karolczak Bridges, Belgianbridges@hotmail.com

This international group of Benvenuto members meets
every Monday afternoon
from 4-6pm at Swiss Corner,
piazza Cavour/corner via
Palestro 2. Our aim is to
exchange points of view on
various topics using both
English and Italian. English mother tongue newcomers
are encouraged to attend.
Contact: Nawal Felippone, nawal_felippone@hotmail.com

PROFESSIONAL WOMEN OF BENVENUTO MILAN

Mahjong for Fun

The mindful space

We are a group of working and professional women
who are eager to meet other women/colleagues to
share their experiences with, to learn from, to support
and to exchange views on the current scenario both in
Italy or worldwide. We network, accompanied by dinner
(when possibile) and an inspirational talk on business
matters, every third Thursday of the month. This
month’s meeting will be held at the Hilton Hotel Milan,
via Galvani 12, on January 20th, from 8-10pm.
Contact: Barbara Vandoni, barbara@barbaravandoni.
com or Elaine Sharp, esharp_uk@yahoo.com

Mahjong is a game that
originated in China. We play for
fun, it is a few hours to relax
in good company. Beginners
and experienced players are
welcome or, just come and
watch to see if it’s for you! We
play on Thursdays at 3pm.
Contact: Shirley Rossetti,
shirleyros@gmail.com

Orientals Abroad

Central Book Club

Benvenuto members exploring Asian cultures. All attendees
pay 5 euros for coffee and brioche at their monthly Main
meeting - every 3rd Thursday at Circolo Ufficiali.
Contact: Nawal Felippone, nawal_felippone@hotmail.com

Meets once a month, usually every
1st Tuesday.
Contact: Betty Manfre,
bmanfre08@gmail.com
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Orientals Abroad (OA) News

W

Brief biography: I was born in Bologna. My father
moved to Brazil with the family when I was a little
child. So I grew up knowing that there is an “abroad”:
Italy first, then Brazil. When we returned I moved to
Milano where I studied at the Università Statale, graduating in “Lettere Moderne”. Following graduation, I
attended a post graduate School of Psychology in the
same University.
I studied Jungian psychoterapy and Roberto Assagioli’s psychosyntesis’ model of psychotherapy.
My experience includes leading various groups on
personal growth, giving seminars in schools forming
counselors. Also attending groups with Jon Kabat-Zinn
and his team to be trained in order to teach Kabat-Zinn
MBSR, Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction.
As to my hobbies, I enjoy travelling, visited India a
few times, and learned about their very interesting culture. I love snorkelling, so I stayed at the Red Sea for
holidays many times.
I first got to know about Benvenuto Club last summer
talking with an Australian lady who I met at a retreat in
Prato. She attended a similar International group in Torino for many years. I’m quite happy for joining such a
friendly group, try my best to participate in the various activities when my time would allow it and keep on
practising my English, benefitting from my Language
Exchange group weekly meetings.
My blog, Mente e Sentimento: www.fiorellapasini.it

e are anticipating a positive come back for
January 2022 by organizing an in person activity. We were encouraged by the successful
Christmas Lunch held at the elegant Villa Antona Traversi in Meda with 40 Benvenuto members, including
brave husbands and/or partners as well as some friends.
On behalf of Maria Tieghi and myself, I would like to
thank all members for having collaborated in providing
enough cars to get us all to Meda. Sincere thanks for all
members’ expressions of encouragement and appreciation on the fabulous aperitivo, gorgeous lunch, fantastic
and elegant location, and a fun ‘choir’ formed from volunteers on the spot. The ‘spontaniety’ made it unique,
the right word used by Giuliana Anni (part of a professional Choir), assisted by Dewi - part of her church choir.

OA MONTHLY MEETING AND TALK
date and time: Thursday, January 20th, 10-12.30pm.
Lunch follows (details at Main Coffee)
venue: Circolo Degli Ufficiali, Palazzo Cusani, via del
Carmine 8. Green pass must be shown at entrance.
sign-ups: Names of participants should be
communicated by January 18th to: maria.tieghi@
gmail.com or nawal_felippone@hotmail.com
cost: €5 for croissant and coffee/tea
topic: Benvenuto newcomer, Fiorella Pasini, who
joined the Club last October, will speak to us on the
topic of her profession, Psychotherapy, Definition;
When and Why it is Wise to Start. During the speech,
Fiorella would be willing to answer your questions.

YICCA International Contest of Contemporary Art – FINALISTS’ EXHIBITION
date and time: Wednesday, January 26th from 3.305.00pm (meeting time 3.15 pm inside the gallery)
venue: Luciana Matalon Foundation, Foro Bonaparte 67
sign-ups: please confirm your participation to maria.
tieghi@gmail.com or nawal_felippone@hotmail.com
The Exhibit presents the work of 18 artists from all
over the world who were finalists in an International Art Contest. Every artist, through different means,
looks into the prospectives and nuances of the human
being, showing new and innovative concepts. The work
of the various artists included in this Exhibition are
part of a main cultural, economic and political contemporary reality, lived and experienced as part of everyday life. It goes through the emerging tendency of contemporary art, embracing different generations who,
through their practise, go through the various disciplines of artistic creation.
Translated from Italian (Luciana Matalon Foundation
website) by Nawal Felippone
I sieze this occasion to wish all our members a Year
with new prospectives and aspirations.
Affectionately, Nawal Felippone (mobile: 349 0590286)

Outline: a person’s awareness of oneself (attitudes,
emotions, habits), recognizing them and accepting
to change, if necessary. Translating the symbols of
dreams, in order to understand the messages of their
images. Learning to comunicate with another person in
an intimate way, disclosing one’s own inner world. Realizing that nowadays sciences have proved that empathy is necessary for psychic and physical good health at
any age, from birth onward.
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OA Christmas Lunch
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Drop-in coffees at Clotilde Bistrot, via Galileo 2

Secret Santa Drop-in coffee

Drop-in coffees

Drop-in with special guest Adriana

Hike to Menaggio and its valley

San Felice NtN

Milano2 NtN

Burraco group

Guided Tour to Monet at Palazzo Reale: works from Musée Marmottan Paris

Isola walking tour
12

Parliamo Italiano

VAX, the Word
of the Year 2021
Marianne Schuck

T

he term Word of the Year refers to
any of various assessments as to
the most important word or expression in the public sphere during
a specific year. The American Dialect
Society’s Word of the Year is the oldest
English language version, since 1990.
Another organization which announces the Word of the Year is, since 2004,
Oxford University Press which publishes the Oxford English Dictionary.
The Word does not need to have been
coined within the past twelve months
but it does need to have become prominent or notable during that time. It is
based on usage evidence drawn from
Oxford’s continually updated corpus
of more than 14,5 billion words, gathered from new sources across the english-speaking world.
In 2013 the Word of the Year according to Oxford was Selfie, in 2014
Vape, in 2015 Emoji tears of joy, in
2016 Post-truth, in 2017 Youthquake,
in 2018 Toxic, in 2019 Climate emergency, but in 2020 the Oxford Dictionary had given up indicating its Word.
Impossible to choose among the many
items that the pandemic had suddenly
spread: already in April 2020, the director of vocabulary said, coronavirus
had become one of the most frequent

words in English, only to be overtaken
the following month by covid.
In November 2021, Oxford was the
first among the various bodies and
dictionaries that traditionally proceed with this proclamation to make
its verdict known. And it decreed that
the Word of the Year is vax, short for
vaccine or vaccination: not only for the
great increase in its use, but also for
having become the basis of many other words. Among others, the adjective
anti-vax and the noun anti-vaxxer and
neologisms such as vax-a-thon, the simultaneous vaccine marathon; vaxxie, the photo while getting the vaccine
(at the base there is selfie, see above);
vaxinista, the advocate of vaccines;
vax sites and vax cards. There is even
vaxxident, a road accident supposed-

ly related to vaccine side effects. Vax
is a short, punchy, attention-grabbing word and highlights the medical
breakthroughs and the rise of covid
vaccine across the world. It is a topic
that has dramatically impacted language usage across the globe and become a critical part of our everyday
communication.
The Italian took over the word vax,
for example antivax, no-vax, pro-vax
and... free-vax, creating not a small
amount of confusion. Some Italian
journalists didn’t know that in English free vax does not mean “not
compulsory vaccine”, but “vaccine
without paying”. And it happened
that a newspaper accidentally wrote
free-wax, thus promoting waxing for
everyone.
As the Oxford dictionary recalls, at
the origin of everything there is the
Latin word vacca, which means cow.
It is from the French term virus vaccin - cowpox, on which Jenner, a British scientist (1749-1823), had made
his first experiments - that the word
destined to become, at the end of the
18th century, first the French vaccin
and then the English vaccine. From
there also comes the Italian term vaccino which until then was simply the
adjective referring to the cow (still today in Italian we speak of latte vaccino, cow’s milk). The vaccine, in short,
comes to us from the cow.

curiosities by Gudrun Herzog Balzer
Ornithorhynchus anatinus
also called duck-billed platypus, in Italian ornitorinco
I am semiaquatic and I lay eggs. I am the sole living
representataive of my family. Yes, I am a mammal that
lays very small eggs of 1,7 cm instead of giving birth
to live babies. I don’t have teats but my milk excretes
through my pores. My husband has a spur on the hind
foot that delivers a venom capable of causing severe pain
to humans. My appearance is unusual: I am about 60 cm
long, I have a bill like a duck, a tail like a beaver and feet
like an otter. My claws are used on land to dig burrows
where I sleep and nest in. My fur coat is extremely slick
and waterproof making me hydrodynamic.
Years ago, when a European naturalist first encountered me and scientists examined my body, they judged
me to be a fake of several animals sewn together.

I don’t like to have my habitat destroyed where I feed
on snails, crayfish, worms and larves in rivers and sweet
water lakes. I am a legally protected species and I detest
capitive breeding programs.
I appeared as a mascot at national events, feature on
the revers of the Australian twenty-cent coin and I am
the animal emblem of the state of New South Wales. My
home is Eastern Australia and Tasmania.
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Welcome Newcomers!
Elisabetta Pisa

Olivia Wong

Hello Benvenuto Club, I am Elisabetta and thank you
for having me! I am from Milan but I lived in Canada for almost 8 years following my husband Dario
taking on a new professional opportunity in Toronto. Last September
when we moved back
to Italy, I have realized that I am not the
same anymore: I miss
the international environment I was used
to in Toronto. That’s
why I have joined the
Club that I have heard
of from my parents.
In the late Sixties and
early Seventies they
lived in UK and after
coming back to Milan they became members of Benvenuto Club, a name that I remember from my childhood (probably as a child I have already attended a
few Benvenuto’s events!). I am a mum of two boys
(10 and 12 years old), a freelance journalist, video maker and video editor. I am looking forward to
meeting all of you and enjoying Milan and the surroundings together!
elisabetta.pisa@gmail.com

Hi Ladies! My name is Olivia. I’m a Chinese-American,
born and mostly raised in the San Francisco area, aside
from a few years in Taipei, where my family has roots.
I went to Stanford University and majored in psychology and economics.
From there, I worked
in the marketing capacity in NY and CA in
publishing, wine and
ecommerce. But then I
started to rethink what
I wanted to do with
my life and found myself moving to Italy to
get a Masters in Interior Design at Scuola
Politecnica di Design.
5 swift years later, I
continue to live an ‘out-of the-box’ life where I’ve had a
chance to become friends with all different kinds of people. I like being a global person. I’m currently partnered
with my ex-architecture professor in Milan where I do interior architecture. I love design, along with nature and
the patina of old things, and I feel lucky to be based in
Milan for it. I hope to meet more of you all in the near future! www.instagram.com/oliviawonginteriors/
oliviawong28@gmail.com

Mary Jo Murillo Benavente

Fiorella Pasini

Hola, I’m Mary Jo Murillo Benavente. I was born in
Zaragoza, Spain. I left Spain after my graduation in
Philosophy and Languages and I went
to London where I
worked in an Embassy. I came from London to Milan in 1989
and I have been living
here ever since. Now
I’m working at Magistrate’s Court and I
also teach Spanish. I
belong to four different classic car clubs
and I love travelling, flying, parachuting, biking. I’m
very happy I’ve discovered Benvenuto Club through
my friend Adriana, and I love to meet different people
from all over the world.
I look forward to participating in more Benvenuto
Club activities and to meet you all very soon!
maryjo.murillo@icloud.com

I was born in Bologna.
My father moved to Brazil with his family when
I was a little child. So I
grew up knowing that
there is an “abroad”!
I’ve studied Psychology and have been receiving clients in my studio
for many years.
I’ve first heard of
Benvenuto last summer talking with an
Australian lady whom I
met at a retreat in Prato. She attended a similar group in Torino for
many years, and told me
that it was a good way
to meet new friends and
have fun.
fiorelakshmi@tiscali.it
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WE ARE ALL OLYMPIC CHAMPIONS
Nancy Cooklin

T

oday I would like to share
with you the thoughts I had
while watching the Olympics
and Paralympics this summer. Actually it’s something that happens
to me often while watching any
kind of sports competition, even
the tennis tournaments of the last
few months.
Almost all successful athletes
spend their whole lives training,
then at some given moment, they
get hurt, and that is the moment of
a big wake up call when they need to
test their emotional muscle. That’s
when they truly need to check into
their belief system to know and
feel that it doesn’t matter how
many times they fall, they’ll make
it through to get to their goal.
When do I get emotional? When I think
of them, their parents
and the whole system
that supports them
and believes in them.
To all the sleepless
nights, the moments
of great doubt and
fear, the frustration,
the idea of giving up,
and the constant training-training-training.
Malcolm Gladwell in his book
“Outliers” says that to master a
trade you have to have done it
10,000 hours.
If you think about it 10,000
hours is a lot, that’s 1250 working
days, just over 5 years of work.
The reality is that we all participate in the Olympics of our lives
our. We all experience our own
challenges that we then have to
overcome.
You only have to think about
this moment when everyone you
talk to has experienced a bereavement, a job loss, a difficulty.
In these months it is more evident, but it has always been like that.
So start giving yourself your
medals!

Because you too have competed
a thousand times, fallen and then
gotten back up again.
You don’t need to be an Olympic
champion to have them. You just
need, as always, to recognise your
achievements, successes, talents
and strengths.
Would you like to start collecting your medals?
Stop for a few minutes, maybe
while you sip your tea or coffee,
think about the things you have
achieved both on a material level (I bought
the house I wanted) and
on an emotional level
(I managed to meet an
amazing group of international women

and this makes me feel at home!).
Celebrate them with other people and treat yourself to something that makes you happy. Stop
and enjoy that achievement, recognize your courage and value in
putting yourself out there and doing the hard work.
Nobody said it was easy, but
you’re doing it and that deserves
acknowledgement.
I leave you with three links
- Malcolm Gladwell who explains more about the
concept of the 10,000
hours.
www.youtube.
com/watch?v=
WBob67xwuGk
www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=1uB
5PUpGzeY&t=42s
- A movie I watched
on Netflix, it’s called “This

Is Where I Leave You”, it’s about
a family going through a difficult
time together. Everyone is dealing
with their struggles in their own
way. In one way or another, each of
them overcomes the difficulties,
discovering new parts of themselves and winning their medal.
The most important thing is to let
go, to trust and confront others,
to put yourself on the line, to get
up and be proud of your medal.
www.netflix.com/it/title/
70305956
With a smile and a hug,
Nancy
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